Intellectual Property Right (IPR) Workshop, DTU
E-Cell DTU, in collaboration with IPR Cell, DTU welcomes you to the DTU Patent
Workshop.
What is a Patent?
● If you invent something that you believe to be unique and commercially viable, you
should consider applying for a patent to protect your right to its use.
● A patent enables you to enjoy a royalty or part of profits in anything that uses your
idea.
● A Patent might not be only scientific, it can be an idea, technology, research or even
your startup.
Advantages of Patents:
1) A patent gives you the right to stop others from copying, manufacturing, selling or
importing your invention without your permission.
2) You get protection for a pre-determined period, allowing you to keep competitors at
bay.
3) You can then use your invention yourself.
4) Alternatively, you can license your patent for others to use it, or sell it, as with any
asset. This can provide an important source of revenue for your business. Indeed,
some businesses exist solely to collect the royalties from a patent they have
licensed - perhaps in combination with a registered design and trade mark.
Benefits of getting a Patent done through DTU:
1) Getting a patent for your idea/research/invention is extremely expensive from an
outside organization, or agency, we making it the most easy and convenient thing to
do!
2) All costs like registration, research, patent fee, legal fee to be beared by DTU.
3) An amazing thing to highlight in your MS and job applications.
4) Boost up your CV giving you edge over other students during
Placements/Internships.
5) Better college reputation and ranking which would indirectly help the students.
E-Cell DTU  with IPR Cell DTU, brings to you the first edition of DTU Patent Challenge!
To Know more about it, Visit dtu.ac.in

